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A sombering atmosphere filled the hall as hundreds of gay niggers, dressed in black suits, await 

the judgement of Jerome’s homo-electronic fate. The paragon of gay and niggas alike, he was 

reported killed in action by Discord’s administrators and engineers, who sought to undermine 

GNAA monopoly by attacking our mascot directly.  

“He was, in the end, a true gay nigga. He 

will be sorely missed.” Said GNAA member 

Kobe Bryant. 

“The killing of Jerome is an unjustified overt act of violence against gay niggers and broader 

gayniggerdom. We will not allow such activities against our association. We will continue and 

strive to use our gay nigger abilities, and to our fullest extent, all of our abilities, to rebuild 

Jerome, no matter the cost.” Claimed an anonymous GNAA spokesperson. 

A ravaged gay nigger cries, butt-booty naked whilst masturbating one final time to a portrait of 

Jerome. He finished in 5 seconds. 

Discord Inc. is a hostile corporation hellbent on reducing gay nigger rights to nothing no matter 

the cost. Their fear of gay niggers gaining any semblance of power or monopoly is palpable and 

felt throughout GNAA. We will never stop saving Jerome, and our bots.  

About GNAA: 

GNAA, or the Gay Nigger Association of America, is a globally renowned thought leader in 

progressivist and in Gay Nigger circles for its farfetched thinking and deployment of advanced 

methods to deter humanity from harming the Gay Nigger community as a whole.  

About Discord Inc.: 

Discord Incorporated is a corporate entity whose entire goal is to give heartfelt blowjobs to 

federal and government agents in their bid to restore their reputation after numerous reports 

online. Discord Incorporated operates the Discord application, a clandestine backdoor by the 

NSA to control the masses through the Electron Remote Code Execution zero-day vulnerability. 

 

 

                          


